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Is There a Trump - Military Intel Strategy in Play & 

Exposing Globalism - Part 2 

 

 

 

 

  

“What one understands is only half truth.  What one 
does not understand is the full truth.” 
Zen Saying 
Little Zen Calendar 
December 9, 2020 
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Email just in to Jack FYI:  PATRIOT IMMEDIATE ACTION FROM (Julie Perchy [julieperchy@gmail.com] 

Greetings, Christmas is over and it’s time to go to work and save the Republic. Since most of us can’t make it to Washington 
DC for the YUGE rally on January 6, 2021 there IS something we can and must do from right here in Montana. If you believe 
President Trump won the election in November 2020 and wants to do something about it, simply take some or all of the 
following action EVERY WEEK DAY until January 6, 2021:  

  All other state contacts are in PDF below otherwise call your applicable U.S. State Senator & Representative 

1. At a minimum, call Steve Daines (at all his offices) and Matt Rosendale. Leave a message urging them to: 
 Publicly Proclaim Your Support for President Trump…you owe your election to him!  
 Object to the Electoral College votes from the states with fraud (NV, AZ, GA, PA, MI, WI) on January 6, 2021. 
 Honor Your Oath to the Constitution, Stop The Steal, and Save the Republic 

2. Call the President and Vice President offices. Leave a message as follows:  
 Tell them you support them 100%. 
 For VP Pence, urge him to REJECT the fraudulent Electoral College votes from the states with fraud (NV, AZ, GA, 

PA, MI, WI) on January 6, 2021. 
 Honor Your Oath to the Constitution, Stop The Steal, and Save the Republic  

3. Call each Republican Senator. Leave a message urging them to:  
 Publicly Proclaim Your Support for President Trump 
 Object to the Electoral College votes from the states with fraud (NV, AZ, GA, PA, MI, WI) on January 6, 2021. 
 Honor Your Oath to the Constitution, Stop The Steal, and Save the Republic 

  

Patriot urgent action items needed please read Julie’s email below PDF with numbers to call by state. 

 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document  (Right Click then put pointer on Acrobat Document Object, then click on Open) 

Note: We just tried to leave msg. at Trump & Pence Comment Line but recorded msg said office temporary 

closed leave your comments at www.whitehouse.gov/contact .  

http://www.whitehouse.gov/contact
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ABSTRACT 

You might call this Part 2 of the last pitch sent out 12-8-2020 titled “Globalism is the Disease – The Deep State 

Rats are the Carriers Who Morph Their Shape” 

However, I wanted to throw out more interesting material exposing the breadth and depth of globalism to 

remove any doubt that this theme is a conspiracy and fancy.  Many good people cannot wrap their mind around 

the truth that so much power can possibly be in the hands of so few.  Some would call this conspiracy theory a 

“La La Land”.  

Conspiracy Theory defined by Merriam-Webster 

 a theory that explains an event or set of circumstances as the result of a secret plot by usually 

powerful conspirators 

However, this ugly silent shadow is moving rapidly across America since as early as 1861.  This research 

includes more ammunition for you to refute anyone who says you live in La La Land when the subject of a top 

down global to local over control comes up. 

In fact, it is easily proven there is a heavy invisible hand controlling everything.  You just need to develop your 

insight to have the sight to see reality, i.e. take the Red Pill ASAP.  Or not and stay in the controlled FAKE La 

La land forever. 

This report includes some heavy studies done past and present and some of my personal experiences. 

Please feel free to forward this report to others especially young adults whose hands, minds and spirit will 

ultimately shape what happens to our once free Republic.  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/Globalism%20is%20the%20Disease%20-%20The%20Deep%20State%20Rats%20are%20the%20Carriers%20Who%20Morph%20Their%20Shape.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/Globalism%20is%20the%20Disease%20-%20The%20Deep%20State%20Rats%20are%20the%20Carriers%20Who%20Morph%20Their%20Shape.pdf
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conspiracy%20theory
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The Great Awakening –  

 This is a MUST read book for all patriots if you want to know the truth at a higher level. 
 Here are some of my reading notes FYI At-A-Glance 

 Powerful people want to control 

 Duped by the MSM, Politicians, Hollywood, etc. 

 Immoral sociopaths rule the world. 

 Two tiered system of justice. 

 Small powerful group controlling. 

 Office of the President has been subservient to CIA. 

 Mass Wealth Saudi Arabia funded Obama. 

 9-11-2001 was Saudi Arabia (SA). 

 Pres. Bush approved 140 SA Royal families to leave. 

 SA + Rothchilds + Soros = Global Control Triangle 

 Elites to control of population are the end game. 

 CIA tracking Trump. 

 China + FB + CIA + Google 

 Collective patriot use of YouTube dwarfs MSM. 

 MSM controlled by CIA, 400 CIA working as fellow reporters.  

 Social Media suppose to keep Trump from being elected but 

CEOs underestimated people’s influence. 

 SA in top 10 shareholders of Twitter, Reddit & MSM. 

 CIA is being dismantled. 

 FBI & CIA blocking declass. 

 Red Cross is corrupted. 

 Election fraud is a necessary tactic for bad actors to remain in 

power. 

Click on Dave 

Hayes book cover 

to order. 

 

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-great-awakening-dave-hayes/1137897566?ean=9781734552546
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1. The Deep State – 50 Year Old Recording Explains Why the World is Going Crazy. 

 One hour and 14 minutes narrative video of one theory of global dominance  

o Scan by dragging video bar across at rate you want to digest. 
o The hand drawn chart on the cover page came from this presentation I believe. 

 Chart below comes for this above research. 
  

https://player.vimeo.com/video/221389359
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2. Pawns in the Game by William Guy Carr  

 1:41 Hours: Minutes YouTube Video Link Title above. 

 Pawns in the Game – International Banksters Conspiracy Exposed – NWO World Government 

Secret Services Insider William Guy Carr 1958 (203 pages) 

 

  

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/DefactoGovernment/2020-12-17%20Pawns-in-the-Game-International-Banksters-Conspiracy-Exposed-NWO-World-Government-Secret-Services-Insider-William-Guy-Carr-1958-1.pdf
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3.  Rulers Of Evil – Useful Knowledge About Governing Bodies 

 352 page report by F. Tupper Saussy 

THE ONLY PEOPLE in the world, it seems, who believe in the 

conspiracy theory of history are those of us who have studied it. 
While Franklin D. Roosevelt might have exaggerated when he said “Nothing 
happens in politics by accident; if it happens, it was planned that way,” 
Carroll Quigley – Bill Clinton’s favorite professor at Georgetown University 
– boldly admitted in his Tragedy & Hope (1 9 6 6 ) that (a) the multitudes 
were already under the control of a small but powerful group bent on world 
domination and (b) Quigley himself was a part of that group. 
 

Saussy’s thesis: There is indeed a small group that runs the 
world, but we can’t call it a conspiracy because it identifies itself 
with signs, mottoes, and monuments.  
You ask. Quick: what occupies the highest point on the 
U.S. Capitol building? It’s probably the most oft-published statue 
on earth, and you can’t name it? As long as you don’t know whose 
feet are firmly planted atop your country’s legislative center, or 
how she got there, or whence she came, the group that controls 
America remains invisible. Once you know these things, the fog 
begins lifting. 
 
Saussy has analyzed hundreds of signatory clues left by the true 
rulers of the world, clues that we have perhaps been trained to ignore. 
He’s traced them to their origins, and matched them to facts 
of history going back six thousand years – all balanced against the 
most reliable human reference work there is, the Bible. The result: 
an unavoidable touchstone for all future works on the subject.  

The global to local cabal criminals are far cleverer than 

all of us and they signal each other with signs we not 

only cannot see, we refuse to see them when they are 

pointed out generation after generation.  Who would 

believe this right, they are counting on that. 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/unFederalunReserve/rulers_of_evil-2.pdf
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/unFederalunReserve/rulers_of_evil-2.pdf
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3. Agenda 21 Hierarchy by American Policy Center, Tom DeWeese 

 Any informed American Patriot knows the UN Agenda is real and infiltrating thousands of municipals. 

 Special Report Agenda 21 And How to Stop It (36 Pages) 

 This is a classic example of how global agendas are 

spread around the world without state citizen consent, 

constitutional vetting or legislation.  

http://www.revolution.radio/#templatemo-portfolio
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4.  The Conspiracy Against America 

 Click on this title and read 4 page article I received from my Grandfather via my Uncle in 1960’s. 

 Good overview of what was going on in the 1940-1950s. 

5.  Scott McKay US Military Ops – Trump - The Plan 

 This 35 minute video linked above was released 12/1/2020 (Thanks Justin) 

 Scott McKay ScottMcKay3 Fmr Competitive Bodybuilder, Campaign Manager/Political Consultant/Public 

Speaker/Wellness Industry Entrepreneur. Radio Host of “ The Tipping Point” on Revolution.Radio, NOW Patriot 

Street Fighter!!  

 Here is his background via wiki. 

 Scott McKay believes there is an ongoing plan by the military since the assignation of President Kennedy to 

entrap and take down the global criminal empire. 

 He also uses the Q material to back up his theories. 

  Here is a thread of his video work via Parler 

 Here is his schedule on Revolution Radio (once on this page do an Edit-Find-Scott McKay)  

 I will leave it to you to determine how much of this to believe. 

 This certainly fits into the Trump Q movement proof of the take down of key Deep State government and 

nongovernment players, near 200,000 sealed indictments issued in all states, etc. 

 I am big on Q and have validated Q is legitimate at least to my engineering mind. 

 The John Birch people are also confirming this theme of a military – Trump sting Ops on the global criminal 

empire but they are traditionally far right.  

 Wherever you are on the political scale, it is a good reflective exercise to know exactly where you are as it helps to 

understand the total perspective, i.e. just because we cannot believe new information is more reason to try. 

 

  

“No one and nothing can free you but your own understanding.” 
Ajahn Chah 
Little Zen Calendar 
December 19, 2020 
 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/unFederalunReserve/2013-01-14%20Conspiracy%20Against%20America%20(Web).pdf
https://rumble.com/vbsiej-scott-mckay-the-tipping-point-us-military-ops-trump-the-plan.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scott_McKay
https://parler.com/profile/ScottMcKay3/posts
http://www.revolution.radio/#templatemo-portfolio
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6.  My Personal Experience with Global Control 

Experience #1 

 I was told by my mother and my uncle that my Grandfather Herbert (lower right corner) wrote heavily about global 

control.  He was born in 1895. He was a college educated man in Agriculture which was unusual at that time and this is 

where he met the love of his life Ella (lower left corner) who was going through the same school.  Grandmother Ella 

Birum was the youngest nurse to graduate from St. Barnabus Hospital Minneapolis, MN in 1897, training at the age of 16.     
 Mother Venrick told me my grandfather shamed the family by writing and publishing about the Global Cabal back in the 

1940’s and 1950’s? 

 The bottom line is this shaming and ridicule of good solid Citizens is exactly how the cabal/Deep State Swamp plays their 

global to local games time immemorial.  

 They use lies, denial, and defile to shame everyone who does not believe their propaganda. 

 This includes THEIR Mainstream Media, all their paid off politicians, bankers, anyone who blocks their way is taken care 

of one way or another, think GLOBAL TO LOCAL MAFIA.  

 There is ABSOLUTELY a pervasive dark elite force MANIPULATING EVERY MOVE WE MAKE.  If you cannot 

believe you have not done enough homework! 

 This dark force goes by many names, i.e. One World Order, New World Order, Globalist, Cabal, etc. 

Experience #2 – Out of state people are flowing into Montana from the left coast and probably 

bringing their ways with them. Pretty soon these people who have run away from THEIR La La land 

will turn Montana into the same. hell and wonder why and this includes conservatives.  
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7. What Should I Do If I See a Crime 
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8.  A Flow Chart of the One World Bankster Racketeering Operation - 
 This is where your private property, wages & pensions via Compulsory Tax Taking, Regulations & Usury end up. 

  

www.FreedomForAllSeasons.org 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromUnFederalUnReserveNew.htm
https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/unFederalunReserve/2010-12-30 What is the relationship between the Federal Reserve Act and the Federal Income Tax.htm
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9. The Proper Perspective of the Global Take Over of America 

  

Rooting to the source of the problems deep down the rabbit hole one finds  America has been going to hell because we have 
been deceived one generation after another by virtually everyone we have elected, trusted including those who educate us. 
We are 244 years into this experiment of a “representative & free” Republic and it is neither represented nor free!   In truth 
we have all been enslaved to support this central banking and central government cabal.      

HELL BEGAN IN 1861 & 1913, 
I.E. THE GLOBALIST START 
TAKEOVER OF THE USA 
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10. If you Want the Truth Listen to the Well Vetted Founding 

Fathers 

  

This rate of inflation is 
not normal although it is 
presented throughout 
generations that it is. 

The Deep State 
Spend What They 
Take 

https://www.freedomforallseasons.org/FreedomFromUnFederalUnReserveNew.htm
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11.  Ranking of Vote Fraud by State – 2020 Election 

 This table was created by a common muscle testing technique; I use a crystal pendulum on the end of a ribbon.   

 To learn more on this technique read this book The Emotion Code by Dr. Bradley Nelson 

 The results of this experiment show that the blue states dominate the highest level of fraud. 

 21 Blue States tested from #1 to #17. 

  9 Red States tested in this range too. 

 Only 1 Blue State tested above #17. 

 16 Red States tested above #17. 

 3 Gray states also tested in worst fraud 

range, yet TBD electoral votes. 

 This map is from Praying Medic site. 

 Testing showed President Trump 

received 84 million legal votes and Biden 

received 83 million. (Column E & F) 

 Testing showed President Trump 

received 340,000 illegal votes and Biden 

received 5,400,000 illegal votes. 

 These rankings should be interpreted as 

relative order of magnitude comparison. 

 Other people may get different results. 

 Before doing these muscle tests you must 

make the statement you only want to hear 

the truth not what you want to hear. 

 Otherwise these tests will pick up on 

what you want to hear. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/Emotion-Code-Emotions-Abundant-Happiness/dp/1250214505/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+emotion+code&qid=1608676257&sr=8-1
https://prayingmedic.com/blog/
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12. Remember the North American Union – Another Attempt To Break America Sovereignty 

 Every trick in the global book is used to take American sovereignty down. 

 American Stewards successfully fought off this global attempt of a North American Union, see below. 

 They found a little known federal law requiring the coordination of any taking with the locals. 

 Imagine that!  None of these crooks who orchestrated this North American Union went to prison. 

 The Deep State has infiltrated the CIA, FBI, DOJ, MEDIA, IRS, and DOI, just to name a few. 

 Now it is clear at least 31 states voting systems/apparatus have also been corrupted, see table above. 

 The borders have been turned into Swiss cheese by the same crooks rigging the American elections. 

 Soros, UN, Deep State, Globalist, Transnational Corporations have infiltrated our government global to 

federal to state to local Muni’s.  
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13.  More Examples of the Deep State 

 Here is more proof At-A-Glance of the Deep State Swamp. 

 The 3 CD’s I got at a freedom conference in Seattle decades ago not a friendly format nor can I link to you. 

 Ted Gunderson (FBI Special Agent Whistle Blower) sites are all down so he may be dead or murdered.   

 Rodney Stich site is still good - http://www.rodneystich.com/  

 Ted & Rodney are Whistle Blowers decades ago! 

 G. Edward Griffin the Godfather of exposing the UnFederal UnReserve site is good. 

o  https://realityzone.com/ 

o https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=edward+griffin 

 Check out Edward Griffin’s on YouTube & watch some. 

 Get his classic book “The Creature from Jekyll Island”, 4 books in one, know it all then!   

   

http://www.rodneystich.com/ 

 

https://realityzone.com/ 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ted_Gunderson
http://www.rodneystich.com/
https://realityzone.com/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=edward+griffin
http://www.rodneystich.com/
https://realityzone.com/
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14.  The Great Global Reset  Extracted From American Policy Center Email  

Right now, unseen by the public, the Left is busy training a 
cadre of determined activists to put their plan into place – 
locally, state-wide, and nationally. 
  

They now call their agenda - THE GREAT RESET!  
       Do you know what it really is?  
       Do you know what it will do to your life?  
       Do you know how to fight to stop it?  
       I Do! 
  
The plan, as I’ve warned since 1992 - since Agenda 21 was 
released to the world – is to reorganize human society. This 
Great Reset is not new – it’s just a fresh coat of lipstick on 
an old pig designed to finally sneak in that agenda.     
  
Agenda 21, Agenda 2030, and the Green New Deal – are all 
the same plan.  

 Eliminate national sovereignty and 

independence. 

 Destroy & replace the free enterprise 

economic system. 

 Eliminate private property.  

These are the three pillars of freedom and all are targeted 
under the globalist agenda. Getting rid of these three pillars 
will give them the power to govern without our consent, 
control energy use, land, water, and the food supply. Global 
corporations will stand as small local businesses are 
eliminated. 
  
Take a good look what they have done to us with the 
Coronavirus. 

 

Businesses destroyed. The economy wrecked. Freedom of choice 
eliminated. And lies, lies, and more lies, that have destroyed the greatest 
healthcare system in the world.  We have become a nation controlled by 
fear of an all-controlling, all powerful, corrupt big government. 
  

That is what we must do to stop them.  
I have created a comprehensive plan to help train local activists to 
organize, research, and create campaigns to elect our people – people 
with integrity - to those offices. 
  
In addition, my plan also shows how to take legal action to make current 
officials accountable for their actions. 
  
In the past few months, with the help of some of the nation’s most 
talented activist experts, I have created one of the most comprehensive 
manuals ever prepared for our side. It teaches how to become a “Citizen 
Ninja” and how to turn your local community into a Freedom Pod – the 
first step in stopping the Globalists’ take-over agenda. 
  
The manual has intense background information to make sure local 
activists are fully informed as to whom the true enemy is and how they 
operate. 
  
Along with the manual, I have been producing training webinars over the 
internet, featuring many experts sharing their knowledge. I’m producing 
more as I write this. 
  
I’m excited because across the country some activists are already using the 
webinars as part of their programs for their local groups – essentially 
creating their own training programs. That’s exactly what I had hoped for. 
   
Fighting them on the local level is where we will be most effective. It’s 
where we can best organize and then steadily build a freedom movement 
that can’t be stopped. 
  
I will not back down. I will not surrender to this tyranny. I intend to do 
everything possible to stop them. And – I fully believe we can win – if we 
are willing to do the hard work to organize and fight back.  

https://americanpolicy.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3af5d41d21ad9fce53c86ba9d&id=30d1c0409a&e=b8bc0b4d42
https://americanpolicy.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3af5d41d21ad9fce53c86ba9d&id=5957d21195&e=b8bc0b4d42
https://americanpolicy.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3af5d41d21ad9fce53c86ba9d&id=953d94bf5f&e=b8bc0b4d42
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15. The Eclipse of A Free Limited Republic BY Shadow Globalism & The Deep State  

Shadow 
Globalist Deep 

State 

Transparent 

Republic 

1. No Consent of the Govern! 
2. No Vetting with the State Constitution! 
3. No Vetting with the US Constitution! 
4. Muni’s becoming Monarchies! 
5. NGO Regionalism rolls up Citizen Consent! 
6. Transnational Corporate Influence Peddling! 
7. Corporations pay ONLY 9% to 15% of all 

federal tax collections! 
8. American Citizens are forced to pay 81% - 

89% of all fed tax collections!  
9. PLUS American Citizens pay 65.7% of their life 

wages & pensions taken by force. 
10.  
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16.  Catherine Austin Fitts - Central Banks Releasing Digital Control System  

 Catherine Austin Fitts (born 1950) is an American investment banker and former public official who served as managing 

director of Dillon, Read & Co. and as United States Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban Development for Housing 

during the Presidency of George H.W. Bush. She has widely written and commented on the subject of public spending 

and has alleged several large scale instances of government fraud. 

 “The elections in the United States for a long time have serious election fraud both voting fraud and convert 

operations so in one sense this is standard operating procedure but this is worse than ever…”  C. F. Fitts  

 Central banks starting last year are setting up a digital control system to replace the currency system. 

 Catherine Austin Fitts – Reset Means Digital Control System (47 minute YouTube video 12-18-20) 

 

17.  Listen to the Truth NOT the MSM 

1) Dave - https://x22report.com - Best daily reporting also includes Q posting. 

2) Dave Hayes (Praying Medic) - https://prayingmedic.com/blog/ Reports periodically. 
3) Dick Morris -  https://www.dickmorris.com/ 

4) https://www.newsmax.com/ 

 

Jack Venrick 

Rollins, Montana 

www.freedomforallseasons.org  

jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org  

Pioneer Family of Montana - Early Settlers 

Pioneer Family of Nebraska 

Pioneer Family of Wisconsin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmKLUJ0_tUM
https://x22report.com/
https://prayingmedic.com/blog/
https://www.dickmorris.com/
https://www.newsmax.com/
http://www.freedomforallseasons.org/
mailto:jacksranch@freedomforallseasons.org
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The Boeing Company 

30 Years Service - Retired 

Montana State University 

B.S. Electrical Engineering 

M.S. Applied Science - 

M.S. Business Administration 

M.S. Industrial Engineering 
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